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Jose Campos (aka Studio Lenca) is an artist that doesn’t belong anywhere apart from the world he paints.

The artist spent his early years in a corrugated metal shelter in Santiago Nonualco, El Salvador. Unsure of his official date of birth or family history. Later he travelled illegally overland with his mother to the USA. The aim was to join his father who was later incarcerated and consequently absent during his entire life. The family lived as ‘illegal aliens’, cleaning houses and with no fixed address.

Displaced as a consequence of El Salvador’s violent civil war. Jose was one of the first wave of child migrants moving to the USA. The artist is part of a Latinx generation that is finally being heard.

Jose Campos now goes by the name Studio Lenca. ‘Studio’ refers to a space for experimentation, a laboratory for praxis; ‘Lenca’ links the artist to the Mesoamerican indigenous people of eastern El Salvador. The artist has been told his mother has Lenca heritage but family trees and formal records are the reserve of the privileged in El Salvador.

Monumental figures stare out from the canvas, holding our gaze. Sharply dressed in canary yellow, tangerine or neon pink, frozen in movement they confidently take up space. It’s unclear if these figures are dancing or running, in the formative years of Studio Lenca these were one and the same thing. Being illegal in the USA requires all the dexterity, razor sharp reflexes and timing of a corps de ballet dancer. Studio Lenca’s been both. The young artist attended free ballet classes where he learnt to escape his circumstances. The men in his paintings could easily be enthralled with the sounds of Selena Quintanilla, moving balletically through elaborate bureaucratic processes or dodging the glare of homeland security.

Studio Lenca paintings are self-assured, proud, courageous and visible. All the things that a young Studio Lenca couldn’t be. Poor, queer, displaced and ‘illegal’. His story is one of being a perpetual guest. A consequence of geopolitics entangled with a legacy of colonial violence meant his father was of light skinned Chalatenango origin. Not quite brown or white enough to fit into any of the usual categories.

Studio Lenca paints through the problems of his own sense of belonging to defy the narrative surrounding his Latinx community. The artist manipulates visibly Latinx cues which he recalibrates, creating a joyful world for an imagined flourishing. Collaged sopresa wrappers, colones, cargo sacks and indigo paste are used as triggers for collective re-imagining. Studio Lenca crafts a world where Latinx figures have dignity. Crowned with extravagant hats and bold colours, an altogether different sensibility to a childhood of forced assimilation and secrecy.

Studio Lenca is unapologetically honest, paints out of proportion and plays by his own rules. His technique sitting slightly astray from any ‘western’ canon. We witness the artist exploring an estranged cultural heritage. Through engaging with his work, we are invited on a journey to transgress the immigrant label. Alongside the figures in his paintings, Studio Lenca creates a world where Latinx people are empowered to take up space and tell their own stories.
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Chisme is an installation of 15 figures by Studio Lenca in collaboration with WeCount!, a member led organisation of low wage workers. The works comprise of hand painted wooden cut outs ‘taking up space’ within the Parrish Art Museum.
The installation shows a moment a group of Latinx figures walk into the gallery.

One can imagine the group loudly chatting, joyously having a conversation amongst themselves, defying the usual tacit knowledge expected in a museum or gallery space. The work comes from the artist’s experiences of transgressing boundaries and invites viewers who feel they don’t belong into the space to do the same. It’s about breaking the unwritten rules and refusing to assimilate.

Studio Lenca grew up undocumented in a low income household. The installation is called ‘Chisme’ which is Spanish slang for gossip. This work gives a voice to those that are silenced by the US immigration system and addresses the prejudiced ‘gossip’ of the common narrative around immigration.

One side of the cut outs are are painted in the artists characteristic vibrant, bold style. These are proud charismatic Latinx immigrants, proudly wearing hats echoing nobility. The other side of the installation shows the raw wooden construction of the figures with drawings of plants, trees and seeds from low wage immigrant workers. This illustrates the banner slogan ‘They tried to bury us, they didn’t know we were seeds’ popularised during the 2018 protests against the Trump administration family separation policies. These defiant drawings cover the back of the work, further exploring the invisibility of these workers in American society.
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DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL WOKS

Each work has variable dimensions detailed on the following pages. Each work is attached to a stand with the following dimensions 24 x 48 x 4 inches.
Figure 1: 88 x 34 x 2 inches
Figure 3: 85 x 41 x 2 inches
Figure 5: 88 x 34 x 2 inches
Figure 6: 85 x 37 x 2 inches
Figure 8: 86 x 40 x 2 inches
Figure 9: 86 x 40 x 2 inches
Figure 10: 88 x 34 x 2 inches
Figure 12: 79 x 48 x 2 inches
Figure 13: 81 x 48 x 2 inches
Figure 14: 79 x 48 x 2 inches
Figure 15: 77 x 47 x 2 inches